Genome-wide identification of cis-regulatory sequences controlling blood and endothelial development.
The development of blood has long served as a model for mammalian cell type specification and differentiation, and yet the underlying transcriptional networks remain ill defined. Characterization of such networks will require genome-wide identification of cis-regulatory sequences and an understanding of how regulatory information is encoded in the primary DNA sequence. Despite progress in lower organisms, genome-wide computational identification of mammalian cis-regulatory sequences has been hindered by increased genomic complexity and cumbersome transgenic assays. Starting with a well-characterized blood stem cell enhancer from the SCL gene, we have developed computational tools for the identification of functionally related gene regulatory sequences. Two candidate enhancers discovered in this way were located in intron 1 of the Fli-1 and PRH/Hex genes, both transcription factors previously implicated in controlling blood and endothelial development. Subsequent transgenic and biochemical analysis demonstrated that the two computationally identified enhancers are functionally related to the SCL stem cell enhancer. The approach developed here may therefore be useful for identifying additional enhancers involved in the control of early blood and endothelial development, and may be adapted to decipher transcriptional regulatory codes controlling a broad range of mammalian developmental programmes.